Find out about DIY Artists
Meet DIY Actor Charlotte Little :

“

		 I am a Performer and
Young Leader with DIY
Theatre Company.”

We asked Charlotte some questions:
Charlotte's favourite DIY show is:

“

Following Patient 36 because I like to show a different side to Charlotte
Little because when we did Give Me Space! I was the red alien and it was
a fun character, where in Following Patient 36 I am a horrible doctor.”

Charlotte's favourite thing about performing is:

“

Hearing the crowd’s reaction when the performance is over. Knowing
you put a smile on every face even if you don’t know them. ”

“

Showing another drama group or adult what you can achieve of you just
work at it – the highs and the lows. You can follow in somebody’s footsteps.”

Charlotte's favourite thing about leading is:

What would you like to ask Charlotte?
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Think of a question you’d like to ask Charlotte:
My question for Charlotte is:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

What is Charlotte’s Answer?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Connect with DIY to ask Charlotte your question!
*

Use Facebook or Twitter, start by typing

“

I have a question for Charlotte,
and ask your question

DIY Theatre Company
diytheatre

*

email your question to diytheatre@gmail.com

*

Post your question; add your name and address here and send this sheet
to us

My name:

Post to:

My address:

DIY Theatre Company
The Angel Centre
1 Saint Phillips Place
Salford M3 6FA
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